(iii) Let A be the building of G 2 (Q 2 ), and set T = G 2 (Z[l/2]) relative to the Z-form of G 2 corresponding to the standard Z-form of the usual Cayley division algebra over Q.
(iv) Let A be the building of PSL(3,Q 2 ), and let T be the subgroup PSU (/i, Z[l/2, v 711 ?]) < Aut A, where h is the 3 x 3 hermitian matrix 1 fi /A fi 1 M fi fi IJ for /i satisfying 9/x 2 -f 3/x -f 2 = 0 and \i + fi = -1/3. (v) Let A be the building of PSL(3,F g ((*))), q = 2 or 8. Consider the cyclic division algebra D over F q ((£)) generated by F q 3((t)) and an element a satisfying a 3 = t + 1, at = ta and axa~l = x 3 for x G F g 3. If A is the order over F q [£,£ -1 , (t + l)" 1 ] generated by F q s and <r, let T be the group of 
THEOREM. Let A and T be as in the first paragraph. Then (r,A) is isomorphic to one of the pairs enumerated in (i)-(v).
Furthermore, if A is one of the buildings of (i)-(v), any chamber-transitive discrete subgroup of Aut A is conjugate to one of the above T by an element of Aut A; in other words, the normalizer of any such T in E Aut A satisfies iV E Aut A(r) * Aut A = E Aut A.
As discussed in [K3, T2] , our theorem is closely related to results of Timmesfeld and Stroth prompted by the "revisionist" point of view in the classification of finite simple groups. However the methods of proof are very different.
2. Sketch of proof. In this section we will sketch the main part of the proof of the Theorem. However, exceptional situations that arise en route will not be pursued further: only the "generic" case will be considered in detail, and will be shown to lead to no examples of pairs A, T. The small number of situations not dealt with here require intricate ad hoc arguments leading to the still smaller number of examples appearing in the Theorem.
Let §, A, JFC, and T be as in the first paragraph of §1. Let F q be the residue field of K, of characteristic p \ q. Associated with A is an extended Dynkin diagram having r > 3 vertices. Let 1 and 2 denote vertices of A lying in a chamber C and corresponding to a pair of end nodes of this diagram (or adjacent nodes, if the diagram is that of A r -i)-For i = 1,2, the star Star(i) is the finite spherical building of a semisimple group defined over F q . By excluding the Sp(4,2) and G 2 (2) buildings, we can assume that (1) Aut Star(2)(°°) is the simple group associated with Star (i) for i = 1,2 (where "(°°)" denotes the last term of the derived series).
Let Ti be the stabilizer of i in T, and let K{ denote the kernel of the action of T{ on Star(i), so that Ti/Ki is a chamber-transitive subgroup of Aut Star(i). At this point, the proof splits into two very different major parts, according to whether char K is 0 or p.
Case I. ChaxK = 0. By (4), the finite group Ti acts protectively on the smallest degree nontrivial projective module V for Q over K, By (2), Y\* is an extension of the simple group AutStar(l)(°°) by K\ fi Ij. The results in [FT] imply that AutStar(l)(°°) has a faithful complex irreducible projective representation of degree < dimV. However, comparison of the pair (AutStar(l)(°°),dim V) with the table of minimal degree projective representations obtained in [LS] shows that our simple group Aut Star(1)(°°) belongs to a very small list (having r < 5 and q < 3). Since we are only considering the generic case of the Theorem, we can conclude that Case I does not occur. In rough terms, the above argument says that the various groups I\ "cannot cohabit" in PGL(V). Similar (but often more intricate) arguments can be given for all p, but the extended case analysis involved can be considerably reduced using an alternative approach sketched below, valid under the following hypothesis.
(*)
For each vertex i of C, a Sylow p-subgroup Ui of K{ is contained in a Borel subgroup of Q defined over a separable extension of K.
By the Frattini argument, the normalizer iV» of U% in I\ acts chambertransitively on Star(i). In view of (*) it follows that U% = 1, as otherwise Ni would be contained in a proper parabolic subgroup of Q(K) [BoT] , contradicting (5). A glance through the tables in [Tl] -or a simple general argument-shows that the equality of all |I\ : Ki\ p can happen only if the diagram of A is of type A r _i, namely, in the case treated above.
Fortunately, (*) often holds [T3] . In particular, it is true whenever Q is classical.
